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The indicator servoamplifiers are located Ll1

the RHI and PPI assemblies, respectively.
8-7. Receiver-transmitter (RTM). The

front of the RTM cabinet contains the
electronic assemblies, as shown in figure 40.
These assemblies, with the exception of the
power supply (E) and performance monitor
(B), are mounted to the interior surfaces of
the cabinet. Each of these assemblies is
equipped with a hinged panel door that you
open to gain access to the assembly
components. Interlock switches remove
power when any panel door is open. The
power supply and performance monitor are
slide-mounted and you can withdraw them
from the cabinet for inspection and
maintenance. An interlock switch removes the
primary power when either of these
assemblies is withdrawn from the cabinet. All
operating controls and indicators are located
on the panel doors of the electronic
assemblies. You can remove the lower right
panel of the RTM cabinet to expose the main
terminal boards. Signals from the other units
to the RTM are routed to these terminal
boards. The wires enter through the side of
the cabinet. The only exceptions are the
system trigger and receiver video signals. They
are connected directly to their respective
circuits by coaxial cables.

8-8. The back part of the cabinet contains
the microwave components and a blower
assembly. The microwave components are
accessible when the rear cabinet door is open.
They include a magnetron, klystron,
directional coupler, attenuators, circulator,
bolometers, and waveguide sections. The
waveguide output to the antenna comes out
the side of the cabinet. A pressure gage
(mounted on the waveguide near the output
flange on the outside of the cabinet) monitors
the dry nitrogen pressure in the waveguides.

8-9. The blower assembly is mounted at
the bottom of the cabinet below the
magnetron. The blower assembly provides
forced-air cooling for the magnetron and the
other electronic assemblies of the RTM
cabinet. A pressure switch that is part of the
blower assembly removes high voltage to the
magnetron when the blower assembly
malfunctions. Ducts that are part of the
shelter ventilating system remove warm air
from the cabinet.

8-10. The RTM generates the RF energy
that is radiated by the antenna, receives target
returns, and transmits the 3D-MHz IF signal
containing target information to the console.
A synchronizing signal generated in the
console triggers the modulator at a repetition
rate of 324 pps. An external jack provides for

trigger rates as low as 186 pps. A magnetron
generates the RF energy. From there, the RF
signal is fed through an AFC coupler, a
circulator, a dual directional coupler, and the
pressurized waveguide sections to the
antenna. A high-voltage pulse from the
modulator assembly triggers the magnetron.
The return signals at the antenna are fed back
through the dual directional coupler,
circulator, crystal detector, and mixer into
the preamplifier. Coaxial cable transmits the
preamplifier output to the console.

8-11. The power monitor panel (A) has
indicators that you use to check the crystal
detectors, the transmitted power, and the
standing wave ratio in the waveguide. The
performance monitor (B) has a built-in
oscilloscope to display the video and RF
pulses. A frequency meter panel (C) is
provided to indicate the frequency of the
magnetron and klystron. The transmitter
panel (D) has indicators that indicate the total
time the set has been transmitting and the
average magnetron current. The RTM power
supply (E) furnishes the regulated low DC
voltage to operate the circuits in the RTM.

8-12. Console. The console, shown in
figure 41, houses the three main displays of
the radar set as well as the power supplies that
operate the console. Remote switches control
the application of primary power to the RTM
and remote indicators and permit you to raise
or lower the magnetron high voltage. Meters
permit the continuous monitoring of magne-
tron and crystal current in the AFC or signal
mixer. The top part of the console contains
the range and height indicator (RHI) (B) and
the amplitude and range (AIR) scope (A). The
central part houses the amplifier-detector (C),
the PPI scope (E), and the reference signal
generator (G). These five assemblies are
slide-mounted, and you can pull them
forward or remove them for maintenance and
inspection. At the lower left of the console is
the console power supply (D). It has a hinged
access door that contains the power supply
fuses. The power distribution panel (F) at the
lower right of the console contains the
switches and fuses for primary power
distribution throughout the radar set.

8-13. The RHI displays the range and
height of targets located within the radar
beam from the antenna. Antenna elevation
positioning controls for both manual and
continuous operation are located on this
panel.

8-14. The AIR scope displays the range
and relative reflectivity of weather targets. A
range strobe permits you to expand any
5-mile sector along the azimuth bearing so
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that it occupies the full width of the display.
A test point makes it possible for you to
make a quick check of range mark accuracy.

8-15. The amplifier-detector contains all
the circuits required for IF amplification,
range normalization, video detection, ISO
ECHO processing, and amplification of the
video signal before distribution to the
displays. The IF signal from the preamplifier
in the RTM is applied to the IF postamplifier.
The IF signal is coupled through a precision
attenuator that you can use to insert up to
109 db of attenuation in 1-db steps. The IF
postamplifier provides a video output signal
that is amplified either linearly or
logarithmically in proportion to the IF input
signal amplitude. You control the
amplification with a front panel switch. The
IF postamplifier also contains a range
normalizing circuit that has normalized ranges
of 1 to 30, 1 to 60, and 1 to 120 nautical
miles. When range normalization is in use, the
postamplifier gain changes in proportion to
radar range, Within the normalized range, all
targets of equal reflectivity produce video
signals of equal amplitude. Observers and
forecasters use this facility to compare the
intensity of echoes at different ranges. When
the ISO ECHO circuit is in use, all video
signals that exceed a predetermined,
switch-selected threshold amplitude are
reduced to zero, This highlights the most
intense echoes from large, dense, target areas.
An audible alarm is activated when these
signals reach a preset level unless you disable
the alarm circuit. Video drivers amplify the
video signal before it is applied to the
displays. The amplifier-detector also contains
telephone circuits that permit communication
between operators at the console, the RTM,
and the remote indicators.

8-16. The PPI displays the range and
azimuth bearing of weather targets. The PPI
panel contains manual and automatic azimuth
antenna controls. To protect the PPI dark
trace tube against burns, high voltages are
removed from the tube when the antenna
rotation speed is below 4 rpm (normal
automatic rotation speed is between 5 and 6
rpm).

8-17. The reference signal generator
contains the circuits that generate
synchronizing signals for the radar set. A
tuning fork oscillator generates the basic PRF
of 324 pps from which all synchronizing
signals are derived. A pre trigger pulse is
transmitted to the RTM and controls the
magnetron pulse. A system trigger pulse is
distributed to all the displays to start their
individual sweep generators. A range mark

generator makes pulses at precisely controlled
intervals that correspond to distances of 5,
10, 25, or 50 nautical miles. The range mark
pulses are routed to all the displays. This
makes it easier to determine the range of
weather targets. The controls and indicators
on the front of the reference signal generator
permit you to check the console DC operating
voltages, average magnetron cathode current,
and signal or AFC mixer crystal current,
Other controls select range mark intervals and
switch and adjust magnetron high voltage.

8-18. The power distribution panel has the
switches, indicator lamps, and fuses that
control the primary power to all units of the
radar set. Primary power and operating
voltages for the console are directly
controlled by the switches. The switches for
the remote indicators, RTM, and antenna
servo system energize 28-volt switching relays
in the prima.ry power circuits at the remote
units.

8-19. The console power supply provides
DC operating voltages for the console and
28-volt power to operate the switching relays.
It provides filament power for the console
assemblies. In addition to the average voltage
regulator that regulates the lI5-volt supply,
the console also contains a peak voltage
regulator to regulate the high-voltage power
supplies of the three indicators.

8-20. Remote indicator. The remote
indicator, shown in figure 42, is housed in a
single metal cabinet. It can be located up to
5500 feet from the console. Foamflex and
coaxial cable interconnect the remote
indicator and console. The remote indicator
cabinet contains PPI (A) and power supply
and line regulator (B) assemblies. The PPI
assembly is mounted in the center of the
cabinet and is tilted for easy viewing by the
operator. Controls for the remote PPI are on
the front panel behind a locked, hinged door.
The power supply and line regulator
assemblies are located in the lower portion of
the cabinet. A blower at the bottom of the
cabinet provides forced-air cooling of the
cabinet assemblies. The remote indicator has a
telephone to communicate with the main
console.

8-21. Primary power to the remote
indicator is controlled by the main console.
Voltages to operate the remote PPI are
generated by its internal power supply. The
main purpose of the remote indicator is to
repeat the display of the console PPI. Signals
to the console PPI are also applied to the
remote PPI. The two scopes are nearly
identical; the remote PPI, however, lacks the
control switching. Controls at the remote PPI
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are limited to CRT controls, such as focus,
intensity, etc. The remote PPI operates only
when the console PPI operates. The radar set
has connections to operate a second, identical
remote indicator.

8-22. The other radar set we discuss is the
AN/TPQ-ll. The AN/TPQ-ll is a weather
radar but has a different purpose than the
AN/FPS-77. The AN/TPQ-ll is primarily a
cloud height detector.

8-23. AN/TPQ-l1. The radar cloud
detecting set, AN/TPQ-ll, continuously
detects and records the height and density
profiles of clouds and precipitation directly
above the radar. The TPQ-ll is capable of
detecting clouds at altitudes between 500 and
60,000 feet. This approximately 15-mile
range is small compared with the 200-nautical
mile range of the FPS-77, The set presents the
data on a CRT and on a permanent paper
recording.

8-24. Console. The console, shown in
figure 43, is an aluminum cabinet that houses
all the units and subunits required for
controlling the radar set, displaying target
information, and providing target signals to
the recorder. At the bottom right of the
console is the drawer containing the power
supply (E). It provides all operating voltages
for the console equipment. The voltage
regulator provides regulated, 115-volt,
single-phase, 60 Hz AC power for the console
power supply, the transmitter, and the
receiver. The voltage regulator is mounted
above the drawer (E). An empty panel in the
center is space for the future addition of
console equipment. The drawer on the left
contains the signal data converter (D). The
signal data converter processes target
information for application to the facsimile
recorder. The radar control panel (C) in the
middle of the console contains the controls
and indicators to switch and monitor the
transmitter and to switch, monitor, and tune
the receiver. The radar control panel is hinged
along the bottom edge. You open it for access
to the console wiring. The drawer at the top
(B) houses the indicator and system
synchronizing equipment. The drawer slopes
in front for easy access to the controls and for
improved visibility of the indicator. The top
of the console has two steel channels on
which the recorder (A) is mounted. You can
use the convenience outlets on the radar
control panel and the rear panel to connect
lamps and test equipment to the 115-volt, AC
supply. This power is not controlled by the
radar set system power switches. Each drawer
and panel is equipped with a safety interlock
switch, which turns off primary power when

the door is opened. However, a means of
overriding the interlock is provided for
maintenance. A cooling and ventilation fan
circulates air through the console.

8-25. The console unit can be located up
to 600 cable feet from the shelter. The
console displays and records target signals
from the receiver and synchronizes the entire
system. An IF postamplifier, which has both
linear and logarithmic modes of operation,
amplifies the 60-MHz signal from the receiver
and delivers a video signal. In the linear mode,
the video signal is linearly proportional to
input signal strength over the range of 0 to 15
db above noise level. The logarithmic mode
accommodates signals with a wide amplitude
range. In the logarithmic mode, the video
signal is logarithmically proportional to input
signal strength over the range of 5 to 65 db
above noise level. Range normalization is
available for two ranges-500 to 15,000 feet
and 500 to 30,000 feet. Range normalization
makes target display amplitude independent
of target altitude over the normalized range.
The indicator displays target information on a
modified A-scan presentation. Synchronizing
circuits generate all the trigger pulses to
synchronize the indicator and recorder sweep
circuits with the transmitter RF pulse and to
generate range mark pulses. The range marks
are applied to both the indicator and recorder
displays.

8-26. Besides converting the video signal
for application to the facsimile recorder, the
signal data converter provides ISO ECHO
circuits to highlight extremely dense targets.
The signal data converter also has quantizing
circuits to replace a continuous gradation of
recording density with three distinct densities.
They correspond to signal strength ranges of 0
to 10 db, 10 to 20 db, and 20 to 30 db above
noise level. Switches and remote controls
control all equipment operation, including
switching and adjustment of the remote
transmitter and receiver and tuning of the
receiver. There are meters and switches that
you can use to check the operation of the
transmitter, receiver, and console power
supplies.

8-27. Shelter. As shown in figure 44, the
shelter (E) is a weatherproof structure that
supports the transmitting (C) and receiving
(A) antennas and houses the transmitter and
receiver. It is constructed of prefabricated
aluminum alloy panels and beams and rests on
a specially prepared concrete platform. You
can use a ladder, supplied with the shelter
equipment and bolted to the rear of the
shelter, to gain access to the roof from the
outside. Inside the shelter, two benches
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Figure 44. Shelter, AN/TPQ-ll.

support the transmitter and receiver. A heater
and blower unit (B) circulates hot air through
ducts to the base of each antenna for deicing.
Two wall heater units provide heat when you
are working in the shelter. The shelter has
fluorescent lighting and convenience outlets.

8-28. The transmitting antenna is a 7-foot
parabolic reflector that is excited by a
rectangular horn and waveguide. A radiation
shield (D), made of microwave-absorbent
material, is attached to the outer rim of the
transmitting antenna to absorb side-lobe
energy. Otherwise, the side-lobe energy is
reflected by nearby ground targets. This
appears on the indicator as ground clutter and
obscures low altitude cloud returns. A
manually operated push rod that extends into
the shelter permits you to tilt each antenna
axis approximately 5° each side of vertical for
antenna alinement.

8-29. Receiver. The receiver is shown in
figure 45. It is located in the shelter and
consists of an aluminum cabinet that houses

the RF assembly (A), the RF monitor (B),
and a power supply (C). The power supply
provides the operating voltages for the
receiving and monitoring equipment and the

.DC voltages for a subassembly of the
transmitter. The system junction box (D) is
attached to the right side of the cabinet. The
RF monitor is in the top left drawer. It
displays either the transmitter pulse waveform
or the receiver video waveform. The top right
compartment contains the RF assembly. It
consists of microwave plumbing and two
crystal mixers, a 60-MHz signal preamplifier, a
microwave noise source, an AFC unit, a
klystron local oscillator unit, a bolometer
element, and frequency measuring equipment.
You can open the front door of the RF
assembly compartment to operate the RF
controls. The bottom drawer contains the
receiver power supply as well as the power
meter amplifier for monitoring transmitter
average power output and the power supply
for the noise-generating tube. The monitor
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Figure 45. Receiver, AN/TPQ-l1.

drawer and the power supply drawer have
separate safety interlocks that shut off the
regulated 115-volt AC input to the receiver
power supply when either door is open. The
system junction box contains the
interconnecting wiring for the power and
control cables that link the receiver,
transmitter, and remote console.

8-30. Signals from the receiving antenna
are routed through the waveguide to the
receiver. The RF signals are mixed with the
output of the klystron local oscillator to
produce the 60-MHz intermediate-frequency
signal. A preamplifier raises the 60-MHz signal
to an amplitude suitable for transmission over
a 50-ohm coaxial cable to the console unit.
An automatic frequency control (AFC) unit
maintains the local oscillator frequency at 60
MHz above the transmitter magnetron
frequency. You can use a built-in oscilloscope

to view a sample of the transmitter pulse or
the video signal, to measure transmitter and
local oscillator frequencies, and to monitor
the receiver power supplies. A blower cools
the klystron local oscillator. A
noise-generating tube, located in the
waveguide between the antenna and the mixer
circuits, is used to measure the receiver noise
level.

8-31. Transmitter. The transmitter, shown
in figure 46, is located in the shelter. It is in
an aluminum cabinet that contains a
magnetron together with the
pulse-modulation equipment and high-voltage
power supply. All operating controls and
indicators for the transmitter are mounted on
the hinged front door. You can open the door
to work on the magnetron, pulse modulator,
and power supplies. The door has three safety
interlock switches. You can override the
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Figure 46. Transmitter, AN/TPQ-ll.

interlocks while you are performing
maintenance. A blower cools the magnetron
and works with an air-operated interlock
switch to turn off the high voltage when the
supply of cooling air is inadequate.

8-32. The transmitter generates the
high-power RF pulses. The transmitter

operates in the RF band from 34.5 to 35.2
GHz (giga-Hertz). Timing trigger pulses,
generated in the console, control the firing of
the high power thyratron that excites the
magnetron. The RF output of the magnetron
is conducted through a pressurized waveguide
system to the transmitting antenna. You can
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operate the control circuits for the
transmitter from the shelter or the remote
console. The control circuits insure that the
set has adequate warmup time before high
voltages are applied and also protect against
overload' conditions. The transmitter has
circuits to monitor the power supplies,
average magnetron current, and average RF
output power.

8-33. Recorder. The recorder, shown in
figure 43 (A), registers the video signals from
the signal data converter on a paper roll. A
helix electrode scans the paper laterally,
providing a recording density of 96 lines per
inch. The recording current is applied to the
helix. It conducts through the wet electrolyte
in the paper to a rotating blade. The current
causes chemical changes in the electrolyte,
darkening the paper. A transport mechanism
pulls the paper past the helix electrode at a
rate of 2 feet per hour. To protect the helix
from wear and accumulation of chaff, you
can disconnect the helix from the recording
amplifier when the transport drive motor is
turned off. A built-in date-time stamp receives
an advance signal every half-hour from a timer
located in the console. When the transport
mechanism is operating, signals cause the
date-time stamp to print the time on the
upper edge of the paper every half-hour. The
data converter generates a vertical time line
that is recorded every 5 minutes. When the
paper supply is exhausted, an interlock switch

turns off the paper transport mechanism,
disconnects the helix electrode from the
recording amplifier, and activates an indicator
to show there is no paper in the machine. The
recorder is usually mounted on top of the
console, but may be separated from it by up
to 50 feet.

9. Technical Characteristics
9-1. By comparing the characteristics of

the two weather radar sets, you can see the
way that the systems are alike and what each
system does. Table 1 compares the
characteristics of the AN /FPS. 77 with those
of the AN/TPQ·I1. You can see that the
AN/FPS-77 transmitter center frequency is
5550 MHz, whereas the AN/TPQ-ll center
frequency is 34.860 GHz. We know that the
higher the transmitter frequency, the smaller
the target it can detect. The purpose of the
A.N"/FPS.77 is to detect and track weather
fronts and storm cells. With a 6·centimeter
wavelength, thin clouds and light rain do not
saturate the receiver; therefore, the
AJ.." /FPS-77 can detect heavier clouds and
precipitation than other weather radar sets.
The purpose of the AN/TPQ-ll is to measure
the bases and tops of clouds directly over the
shelter. The Lcentimeter wavelength of the
A.N"/TPQ-ll detects thin cloud layers as well
as the heavier ones.

9-2. The next item in the table is peak
transmitter power. The higher the transmitter

TABLE 1
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic il.N/FPS-77 AN/TPQ-11

Transmission frequency 5450 to 5650 M}iz 34.512 to 35.208 k.t'ffiz (GHz)

Peak transrni t po-wer 250 to 350 lor 80 to 120 loT

Pulse repetition 186 to 324 PPS 1000 PPS
frequency (PRF')

Pulse widt.h (RoT) 2 microseconds 0.5 microsecond

Range 200 :nautical miles 500 to 60,000 feet

IF 30 MHz 60 MHz

Klystron frequency 5480 to 5680 _1Hz 34 to 35.6 kl"IHz (GHz)

Primary pO'tler 4.4 ki.,. at 115 VAC 1.5 hi at 115 VAC
9.4 lor at 230 VAC 6 ki-J at 230 VAC
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Figure 48. IPB breakdown.

frequency, the more power a radar set needs
for the same range. The peak power of the
AN/FPS-77 is approximately 350 kw, which
gives the set a range of 200 nautical miles; the
AN/TPQ-ll, on the other hand, has a peak
power of approximately 120 kw, which gives
it a range of only 60,000 feet. Another factor
to consider is the minimum range of the set.
Since the AN/FPS-77 is primarily used for
adverse weather detection, a half-mile

mimmum range is acceptable. The
AN/TPQ-ll, on the other hand, needs a very
short minimum range so that it can detect the
lower cloud layers. You remember that the
minimum range is primarily determined by
the pulse width. Another thing that lowers
the minimum range of the AN/TPQ-11 is that
it has a separate receiving antenna. This
eliminates the need for a duplex system which
decreases receiver recovery time.
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9-3. The PRF of the set also helps
determine maximum range. There must be
enough "listening time" between pulses so
that one pulse has time to travel out and back
before the next pulse is transmitted. The
maximum PRF of the AN/FPS-77 is 324 pps.
This means that there are approximately 3086
microseconds between pulses. One nautical
radar mile (out and back time) is equal to
12.4 microseconds. The maximum sweep
range of the AN/FPS-77 is 200 miles
(approximately 2480 microseconds), which
gives more than enough time between pulses.
The PRF of the AN/TPQ-11 is 1000 pps or
1000 microseconds between pulses. With a
maximum range of 60,000 feet, and since a
radar pulse travels approximately 327 yards

, per microsecond, the AN/TPQ-ll has ample
listening time between pulses. The two most
common frequencies used in radar for the IF
are 30 MHz and 60 MHz. To maintain the IF,
the local oscillator frequency must be stable.
Since the AN/TPQ-lllocal oscillator operates
above 34 GHz, it must stabilize within 0.18
percent of its operating frequency to obtain
the 60-MHz IF. The AN/FPS-77 local
oscillator must stabilize within 0.55 percent
of its 5480-MHz operating frequency to
obtain its 30-MHz IF. As you can see from
these figures, both radar sets must have a
highly stable local oscillator to maintain their
intermediate frequencies.

10. Use of the IPB Technical
Order

10-1. Knowing the way to use a technical
order properly is probably one of the most
important things you should know. Volume 1
discusses the various types of technical orders.
One of the technical orders you need is the
Illustrated Parts Breakdown (IPB). You use
this TO to identify parts that you need to
requisition. Let's suppose that you find that
the antenna azimuth drive motor for the

AN/FPS-77 is defective and that you need to
order a new one.

10-2. Before you can order a part, you
must identify it. You do this by obtaining the
Federal stock number or the manufacturer's
(MFR) part number. The first step in locating
the identification number is to locate the part
in the IPB. The IPB for the AN/FPS-77 (and
most others) is divided into an Alphabetical
Index and four sections: Section I -
Introduction, Section II - Numerical Index,
Section III - Reference Designation Index,
and Section IV - Group Assembly Parts List.
Let's assume that the only information you
have is that the defective part is the antenna
azimuth drive motor . Your first step is to use
the alphabetical index to locate the assembly
listing the part, as shown in figure 47. The
azimuth drive motor is part of the pedestal
assembly (A). The pedestal assembly is on
page 4-284, figure 73, as shown at the
bottom of figure 47. Turning to section 4,
page 284, you locate the azimuth motor.
Notice that it has an index number of 26 as
shown at (C). Now that you have the figure
number, 73, and index number, 26, locate
these numbers in Section IV, as shown in
figure 48. To the right of the index number is
the column labeled "MFR Part Number" as
shown at (B). This gives you the identifying
part number for the drive motor.

10-3. If you know the schematic or
diagram reference designation for the part,
look in Section III of the IPB to locate the
reference number. In this case the reference
designation is 5MG1, as shown at (C). To the
right of the reference designation is the
manufacturer's part number (D). Now that
you have the number, what do you do with
it? First, make sure that the number you have
is a valid one by contacting the base supply
research section. After the number has been
validated, go through regular supply channels
to obtain the part.
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